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I had a hunch that a viable ceramic paperclay fi lter could 
be made effi ciently, even in a “low tech” village situation. 
It was confi rmed in 2006. I teamed up with Jon Williams 
and Ron Rivera of Potters for Peace to create paperclay 
fi red water fi lters in a Nicaraguan village factory using 
only recycled Managua City newsprint and local terra 
cotta clay. Initial tests for fl ow rate were conducted 
successfully. The process could be adapted almost 
anywhere in the world. Detailed research is needed. 

The cost of domestic fi ltration to the average family in 
many developing countries, particularly in the rural areas 
is still beyond reach. Locally managed manufacture, 
distribution, and small business service networks are not 
near what they could be. The development of an effi cient 
production technology ideally ought be funded in such a 
way that democratic access to the technical results fosters 
a network of local fair trade for the service. Diplomats, 
linguists, and teachers will also be needed. 

Access to clean drinking water and fi ltration is a human 
right that not just rich people deserve. Please join the 
effort to end this world health problem as soon as possible.  

Artist Vision: Custom Human Bone Prosthesis 
In the set of cross section micrographs above, to right is a human bone with a 
bio-cement that has “adhesion problems.” Adhesion, long term, is also an issue 
with a metal prosthesis. To left is a close up of the same micrograph with an 
overlay sketch of white lines to suggest how cellulose pores might show on a 
micrograph had the prosthesis had been made in part of paperclay ceramic. The 
bio-cement could then seep a bit into the pores of the prosthesis for a better grip.
To create a prosthesis bone,  the process will involve aligning cellulose fi ber 
in successive layers over top of a pre-cast hollow form of the “bubble porous” 
form of ceramic (detail is available). The manufacture method simulates the 
natural growth patterns in human bone with precision variations in density, 
composition, structure, contour along the way. In addition, the base ceramic 
material would mimic composition of human bone. 
For weight bearing ball and socket joints, points of bone contact need be a very 
hard polished smooth paperclay surface. The alignment, orientation and density 
of clay particles for this special purpose in paperclay can be adapted for this.
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Text Box
The essence of the research project:Left: My vision sketch in exaggerated size white marks on a clear overlay over a existing micrograph shows contact between biocement (at lower right of the  image) and a ceramic bone prosthesis. It will be constructed by a hybrid of cellulose fiber bearing ceramic  technology evolved from both paperclay and the bubble ceramic technology of present).Right: to compare: unaltered microgaph showing human hip bone and bio-cement join.Rosette Gaultplease contact me for more information.




